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Body Soft Lingerie

Critital Requirements

The critical area to be addressed during implementation was to identify the finished goods under specific paratmeters like Design, Color and Size. The company is into
production of Lingerie items and basically they design a particular style which is given a Design No and the product is manufactured in diffrent colours and sizes using the
same type of fabric. The client required a system where one could create a product (Design No.) and then the system should automatically create "N" number of items
depending on the number of colors and sizes required. Further they wanted the Sales, Purchase, Production and Warehouse Management to be streamlined.

How it was Achieved

The "Critical" requirement was achieved by providing a product configurator which addressed the clients end to end item creation requirements. One needed to create the
base product in product master with a Design number and then call this number into the product configurator and input the number of colours and sizes involved. On
running the module the system would automatically create inventory items in ALL the combinations taking into consideration the "Design No." "Color" and "Size". During
the production process raw materials would be issued to Production for a Particular Design No and on receipt from production a "Data Entry Screen" is provided to capture
the actual recipt from the production floor with rescpect to the qty for each of the colours and sizes. On saving this ddocument the system updates the inventory item wise
(which is Design wise, color wise and size wise). It is to be noted that the BILL OF MATERIAL (BOM) would be defined for a Design and not for individual items therefore
limiting the BOM to Design Nos.

About Body Soft

Body soft Lingerie Co LLC is a Manufacturing establishment with a market presence in the Middle East for the last five years and specialises in manufacture of ladies
garments with focus on lingerie items. These products are of various colours, sizes and designs. The factory has its own outlets and also distributes its products to channels
as well. Body Soft lingrie has a market covering the Gulf Cooperative Council Countries which include UAE, Qatar, Bahrain, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and Oman.
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